How, what and why should we measure festivals?
These are some of the most common areas we have studied.
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Most recent research with...

Economic impact

Individual spend
Median establishes
what a ‘truly
average’ individual
has in their wallet.

Total audience spend
Mean average and
attendance data creates
a ‘total spend’ estimate
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Indirect and
induced
Knock on effects,
economic multipliers,
FTE jobs created
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2010

2011

Change

Attendance

36,000

40,000

+4000

Mean expenditure

£54.64

£81.54

+£29.90

Tickets

£703k

£1.58m

+£877k

In Venues

£340k

£616k

+£276k

Out of Venues

£596k

£668k

+£72k

Transport

£317k

£388k

+£71k

Total estimate

£1.9m

£3.2m

+£1.3m

What is a tourist defined by?
-Geographical
-Motivational
-Activity in a location

2010

2011

Change

Attendance

36,000

40,000

+4000

Mean expenditure

£54.64

£81.54

+£29.90

Tickets

£703k

£1.58m

+£877k

In Venues

£340k

£616k

+£276k

Out of Venues

£596k

£668k

+£72k

Transport

£317k

£388k

+£71k

Total estimate

£1.9m

£3.2m

+£1.3m

~£500k from ‘tourists’
The minority of the audience
(20-10%)

~£200k from ‘locals’
The majority of the audience
(80-90%)

Demographics / Socio economics
Age

How
accessible
is your
site?

Gender

Disability
Physical
and
mental

Sector /
Industry

What
level

Employment

Working
hours +
Holiday
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Education

In common with other arts events,
The festival audience are typically young,
white, educated, able-bodied
and in employment.

Demographics / Socio economics
A range of data types are gathered in this section, some requiring much more time to
enter and ‘tidy-up’, as well as different modes of analysis. Look at existing scales and
frameworks to use your results against.
Gender:
Easy, two
part
nominal
scale

Age: Can be
interval,
ordinal or
nominal. What
scale will it be
compared to?

Ethnicity: A
thorny question
for many people,
but can be
categorised AND
left open-ended

Occupation: A difficult category to deal with. Do you ask
for industry or sector? Job title? What level they have in
the company?

Finally, a ‘contact for further research’
option may prove to be invaluable for
follow ups or sign ups to mailing lists

2010

2011

29 or under

29%

38%

30 to 59

68%

54%
2010

2011

Have dependent children

21%

23%

Identify themselves as disabled

5%

5%

2010

2011

White British or other White

89%

83%

Asian or British Asian

3%

8%

Black or Black British

1%

3%

Are festival audiences like the organisers of festivals?

100%
90%

80%
70%
60%
75 or over
50%

65-74
60-64

40%

45-59
30%

30-44

20%

25-29
17-24

10%

16 or under

0%

Are festival audiences like the artists of festivals?

Attendance patterns
The Newbies

The Hardcore

Frequency

“I’ve attended
every year. I stay
for the whole
festival.”

Depth

“I get early bird or
VIP tickets. I go to
fringe events”
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Competition

“I attend similar
events. This is the
one festival for me.”

Attendance patterns
Much of the data here will be interval in nature, as it is asking about repetition and
quantity. It is possible to use nominal scales (ie 3-5 times, 8+) though this is restrictive.
Are you here for
the whole festival?
How many times
have you attended?
Are you going to any
other festivals this
year/last year?
Which festivals? As this is
naturally an open ended
question, there is no easy
way of analysing it.

How many people
have you come with?
How many
Adults? Children?
Infants?

Other festivals
Summer Sundae

Edinburgh Fringe

Latitude

Download Festival

Glastonbury

2010

2011

45%

28%

Have attended 1-2 times

NA

13%

Have attended 3-10 times

NA

12%

Have attended 10+ times

NA

3%

2010

2011

Attended one show

37%

41%

Attended 2-3 shows

NA

27%

Attended 4 or more shows

NA

15%

Have never attended LCF before

10%

10%
36%

14%

30%

Favourite comedian
Dylan Moran
Lee Mack
4%
Alan Carr 4%
Stephen K4%
Amos
4%

Michael
McIntyre
16%

Bill Bailey
5%
John Bishop
4%

Jimmy Carr
14%

Lenny Henry
5%
Rhod Gilbert
6%
Russell Howard
6%

Lee Evans
10%
Peter Kay
9%

Sarah Millican
9%

Some questions just add
colour and help build
general awareness of
the research, press interest
Etc
You never know what it
could be used for in the
future...

Some questions just add
colour and help build
general awareness of
the research, press interest
Etc
You never know what it
could be used for in the
future...

Environmental impact
Event

Audience

Management

Simply having an
environmental policy is step
one. How are you going to
measure its effectiveness?

transport
Production
Typically the largest contributing
factor, and yet one that organisers
may argue they have little control
over. Environmental concerns
aside: why let your audience
spend hard earned money before
they’ve even reached the site?

COSTS
AND
DAMAGE
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There may be difficulties to
convert to new ways of working.
How will you know if a change is
worth making?

Environmental impact
We gather and
compile detailed
data on the vehicles
used, also
calculating the
rough distance
travelled from the
respondents
postcode.

This data is further
analysed by our colleagues
in the Institute for Energy and
Sustainable Development
to generate a carbon
footprint: added to the on-site
work they have done
monitoring the festivals energy
consumption, trader activity etc
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It might seem a
world away from
economic and social
information, but
really the methods
aren’t that dissimilar
The first step to
reducing a negative
impact is simply to
measure and
estimate

A quick look to the future and
other methods we use.

Content analysis – en masse
Thousands of lengthy open
ended comments, complaints
and suggestions.
What do you do with them?

Cross tabulations
Essentially
referring to
the audience
as one
massive
entity

Much of our work has been onedimensional so far

Which age group spends the most?
But with a large enough sample (and sufficient time) you can
look at the behaviour of segments
across the range of variables you already have at your disposal.

Who uses public transport, who drives?

How satisfied are the hardcore audience?

How do different groups hear about the festival?
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